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Welcome to Job 

Search Learning 

Labs! 
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Overview to JSLL 

 1:00  Registration and Networking 

 1:30  Welcome, Announcements 

 1:45  Presentation 

 2:30  Lab Time / Networking 

 Resume reviews 

 Photos taken 

 LinkedIn reviews 

 Video (sign up one week in advance)  

 

Welcome to Job Search Learning 

Labs! 
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JSLL Steering Team Introductions  

 Director – Steve Long 

 Program – Kathy Rose 

 Logistics Manager – Sherry Burnside 

 PR – Pam Hoctor 

 At-large – John Burnside 

 At-large – Donald Crews 

 At-large – Larry Porter 

 Facilities Sponsor (ASC) – Nancy Dunton 

 

 

 

Welcome to Job Search Learning 

Labs! 
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Overview to Job Search Learning Labs at 

http://jobsearchlearninglabs.wikidot.com 

Welcome to Job Search Learning 

Labs! 

http://jobsearchlearninglabs.wikidot.com/
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Potential New Year’s 

Resolutions  

(For Job Search) 
 

January 6, 2012 
Presented by:  Steve Long 
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Let’s start with a 

little quiz…. 
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 Give yourself a point if you 

1. Have you been to the site LinkedIn.com 
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 Give yourself a point if your LinkedIn Profile 

1. Have you been to the site LinkedIn.com 

2. Has a picture/image?  [if not, see us after 

today’s session for a photo/avatar!] 
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 Give yourself a point if your LinkedIn Profile 

1. Have you been to the site LinkedIn.com 

2. Has a picture/image?  [if not, see us after 

the session for a photo/avatar!] 

3. Is 100% complete 
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 Give yourself a point if your LinkedIn Profile 

1. Have you been to the site LinkedIn.com 

2. Has a picture/image?  [if not, see me after 

the session for a photo/avatar!] 

3. Is 100% complete 

4. Update has been changed in the past week 
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 Give yourself a point if your LinkedIn Profile 

1. Have you been to the site LinkedIn.com 

2. Has a picture/image?  [if not, see me after 

the session for a photo/avatar!] 

3. Is 100% complete 

4. Update has been changed in the past week 

5. Contains most of your valued colleagues 

from your last job as Connections? 
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 Give yourself a point if in LinkedIn you have 

6. Compared adjectives from an interesting job 

posting to assure every word is in your LinkedIn 

Profile (add a keywords section to your profile?) 
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 Give yourself a point if in LinkedIn you have 

6. Compared adjectives from an interesting job 

posting to assure every word is in your LinkedIn 

Profile (add a keywords section to your profile?) 

7. Added an Application (Reading List, Box, 

SlideShare, …) 
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 Give yourself a point if in LinkedIn you have 

6. Compared adjectives from an interesting job 

posting to assure every word is in your LinkedIn 

Profile (add a keywords section to your profile?) 

7. Added an Application (Reading List, Box, 

SlideShare, …) 

8. Made a Recommendation for someone else 
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 Give yourself a point if in LinkedIn you have 

6. Compared adjectives from an interesting job 

posting to assure every word is in your LinkedIn 

Profile (add a keywords section to your profile?) 

7. Added an Application (Reading List, Box, 

SlideShare, …) 

8. Made a Recommendation for someone else 

9. Joined at least one Group (join JSLL as a starter?) 
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 Give yourself a point if in LinkedIn you have 

6. Compared adjectives from an interesting job 

posting to assure every word is in your LinkedIn 

Profile  (add a keywords section to your profile?) 

7. Added an Application (Reading List, Box, 

SlideShare, …) 

8. Made a Recommendation for someone else 

9. Joined at least one Group (join JSLL as a starter?) 

10. Included a website reference? 
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Stand up if you have at 

least 1 point 
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Stay standing if you 

have less than 10 points 
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I resolve to….. 

1. Go to the site LinkedIn.com 

2. Put my picture on LinkedIn [we can do that 

today!] 

3. Get LinkedIn to 100% complete 

4. Change my LinkedIn Update every week 

5. Assure my valued colleagues and friends are 

on my LinkedIn as Connections? 
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6. Create a keywords section in my LinkedIn 

Summary and update it after comparing 

adjectives from prospective job postings 

7. Add an Application (Reading List, Box, 

SlideShare, …) 

8. Make a Recommendation for someone else 

9. Join at least one Group (join JSLL as a 

starter?) 

10. Include a website reference – create a little 

website of your own? 

 

I resolve to….. 
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Customize section order! 
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On to some other 

potential resolutions 
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 Assure you are listed on the JSFG member 

profile site http://www.jobsearchfocusgroup.com/jsfg-member-profiles  
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 Assure you are listed on the JSFG member 

profile site http://www.jobsearchfocusgroup.com/jsfg-member-profiles  

 Spend an hour on the JSLL website looking at 

the various resources listed http://jobsearchlearninglabs.wikidot.com/  
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 Assure you are listed on the JSFG member 

profile site http://www.jobsearchfocusgroup.com/jsfg-member-profiles  

 Spend an hour on the JSLL website looking at 

the various resources listed http://jobsearchlearninglabs.wikidot.com/  

 Spend an hour each week on the JSLL site 

looking at specific, previous presentations and 

applying some of the ideas http://jobsearchlearninglabs.wikidot.com/click-here-for-2011-presentation-decks-if-presenter-provides  
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 Get familiar with at least one social media 

tool, whether you use it for business or 

pleasure (Facebook, Twitter, Blog, …) 

 

 

 

Potential resolutions include….. 
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 Get familiar with at least one social media 

tool, whether you use it for business or 

pleasure (Facebook, Twitter, Blog, …) 

 Learn how to Skype so when a prospective 

employer asks for an interview on Skype 

you’re already prepared 

 

 

 

Potential resolutions include….. 
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 Get familiar with at least one social media 

tool, whether you use it for business or 

pleasure (Facebook, Twitter, Blog, …) 

 Learn how to Skype so when a prospective 

employer asks for an interview on Skype 

you’re already prepared 

 Read an article a week, and comment on it in 

your LinkedIn status, a blog, tweeting, 

website or ??? 

 

 

 

Potential resolutions include….. 
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As with any resolutions, 

start with a short list and 

add to it as you 

complete some  

(and keep track of the 

ones you’ve completed!) 
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May your 2012 be 

joyous, and may it 

include exciting 

learning, volunteering 

and employment 

opportunities! 
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QUESTIONS? 

 
If not, we’ll hope to see you next week 

 

See me (or John?) for photos 

 

Stop in the computer lab to experiment 

 

Hang out here for a while to catch up with new and 

existing friends 

 


